truly and accurately. For him, too, the openness of the course and the lack of rough is going to offer a chance to relax and open his shoulders in a way he can't often do—especially if he is a very long hitter—on most of our traditionally finest layouts.

At this point I rather wish the Editor himself was writing this article instead of me; because only a professional golf course designer can see the whole picture, from course to course and from country to country, and put things properly into perspective. (Perhaps he could take up the topic next month?)

It seems to the layman that although obviously the Canons Brook type of course (even as tightened up by the vast numbers of decorative trees Cotton intends shall be planted there over the years to come) won't for one moment become a blueprint for future courses, it does suggest how some of the huge unsatisfied demand for golf amongst ordinary people may be taken up in the future.

More Difficult?

It also raises once again the old question of to what extent many of our older courses have become, with the years and the lengthening of the distance a ball will go, more difficult for the bad golfer than for the top class player. Whether they should be is, of course, a matter of opinion. But many longer-handicap men find the game quite difficult enough in itself, without any need of hazards arrayed against them. Much of the time the problem of hitting the ball straight enough, far enough, is quite capable of exercising their best efforts, without any extra help from penal-type hazards. Yet on most older courses the main hazards from the tee, and often through the green as well, are arrayed far more to trap the sort of not-too-bad shot he's likely to play, than they are to affect the tiger, who has to hit a real stinker (for him) before he lands anywhere near any of them.

The best compromise between extremes, and one towards which many courses move hazard by hazard and hole by hole, is one in which our best courses remain very tight for the low-handicap man who hits the ball a good distance, but are made milder at about the length, and in the sort of areas, most used by the rabbit and beginner.

Take a single hole of some 450 yards (from the point of view of playing-value and ease of maintenance alike): suppose you have a clear area between the tee and the first artificial hazards at some 230 to 260 yards from the tee; then a tightly hazarded stretch for some twenty or thirty yards at the range where the long-hitter's tee shot will pitch; then a comfortable opening up again, both to reward the man who has hit an extra-long, accurate drive, and to offer plenty of room for the long-handicap man's second shot; and finally a fairly tight hazarding of the entrance to the green for both the tiger's long second shot and the rabbit's third shot.

Keep the Pattern

It is precisely because so few courses do space their hazards in this way, or have altered them with the years to keep the pattern despite changes in clubs and balls, that the point is worth noting and deducing. There are too many holes, perhaps nowadays, where the long hitter can clear all bunkers from the tee on the carry, so long as he hits the ball fair and square; but where the line is twice or three times as tight for the shorter hitter. There are too many, perhaps, too, where the worst rough lies in front of the tee or at the sides up to some 200 yards from the tee, precisely where it can torment the duffer all the time, but never affect the tiger at all.

Often, too, old-fashioned cross-bunkers and such like lie at exactly the range of two of the rabbit's best shots; but 50 to 100 yards short of where the long hitter is going to pitch.

Henry Cotton's extreme example may carry a lot of precept for thought even if it makes no common model for imitation.

MISCELLANEOUS

Professionals and Greenkeepers having stocks of used golf balls contact Sparkbrook Golf Ball Co., 295 Highgate Road, Stoney Lane, Birmingham, with a view to filling export orders.